The House of Representatives convened at 12:30 p.m. and was called to order by Margaret Anderson Kelliher, Speaker of the House.

Prayer was offered by Pastor Jules Erickson, All Saints Lutheran Church, Cottage Grove, Minnesota.

The members of the House gave the pledge of allegiance to the flag of the United States of America.

The roll was called and the following members were present:

Abeler  Dill  Haws  Lenczewski  Norton  Simpson
Anderson, B.  Dittrich  Heidgerken  Lesch  Olin  Slavik
Anderson, S.  Dominguez  Hilstrom  Liebling  Olson  Slocum
Anzelc  Doty  Hilty  Lieder  Otremba  Smith
Atkins  Drazkowski  Holberg  Lillie  Ozment  Solberg
Beard  Eastlund  Hoppe  Loefler  Paulsen  Swails
Benson  Eken  Hornstein  Madore  Paymar  Thao
Berna  Emmer  Horstman  Magnus  Pelowski  Thissen
Bigham  Erhardt  Hosch  Mahoney  Peppin  Tillberry
Bly  Erickson  Howes  Mariam  Peterson, A.  Tinglestad
Brown  Faust  Huntley  Marquart  Peterson, N.  Tschumper
Brynaert  Finstad  Jaros  Masin  Peterson, S.  Udahl
Buesgens  Fritz  Johnson  McFarlane  Poppe  Wagenius
Bunn  Gardner  Juhnke  McNamara  Rukavina  Walker
Carlson  Garofalo  Kahn  Moe  Ruud  Ward
Clark  Gottwald  Kalin  Morgan  Sailer  Wardlow
Cornish  Greiling  Knuth  Morrow  Scalze  Welti
Davnie  Gunther  Koenen  Mullery  Seifert  Westrom
Dean  Hackethal  Kohls  Murphy, E.  Sertich  Winkler
DeLaForest  Hamilton  Kranz  Murphy, M.  Severson  Wollschlager
Demmer  Hansen  Laine  Nelson  Shimanski  Zellers
Dettmer  Hausman  Lanning  Nornes  Simon  Spk. Kelliher

A quorum was present.

Brod and Ruth were excused.

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the Journal of the preceding day. DeLaForest moved that further reading of the Journal be suspended and that the Journal be approved as corrected by the Chief Clerk. The motion prevailed.
The following communication was received:

STATE OF MINNESOTA
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
SAINT PAUL 55155

February 22, 2008

The Honorable Margaret Anderson Kelliher
Speaker of the House of Representatives
The State of Minnesota

Dear Speaker Kelliher:

I have vetoed and am returning H. F. No. 2800, Chapter No. 152, the Omnibus Transportation Finance Bill.

While there is broad consensus that the state needs to build on the record level of transportation funding we have provided over the past five years, this bill is an overreaching, massive tax increase that will further burden Minnesotans during already difficult economic times.

In addition, I am disappointed that the majority caucuses in both bodies chose to ignore my concerns and repeated offers to work together on a compromise, comprehensive transportation package.

This bill contains $6.6 billion in tax increases, plus a possible $1.8 billion in additional local option sales taxes.

Furthermore, unrelated to the revenue from the numerous tax increases, the bill creates an additional $3.6 million general fund spending obligation in the current budget period and an additional $86.6 million general fund obligation in the 2010-11 budget. With the state currently facing a $373 million deficit that will likely become much larger with the release of the February forecast next week, it is unwise to create additional large spending obligations before the forecast is issued.

My concerns about the numerous tax increases in this bill include the following:

- A gas tax increase of up to 8.5 cents per gallon is simply too large, especially with gas prices near historic highs. I remain committed to keeping Minnesota out of the top 10 in national tax rankings. A gas tax increase of this magnitude would propel Minnesota from a state gas tax ranking of 28th in the nation to a ranking of 7th.

- A 0.25 percent sales tax increase without a referendum in the seven metro counties would give parts of our state one of the highest sales tax rates in the nation. In addition, residents of metro counties deserve the same right to vote on a sales tax increase given to residents of Greater Minnesota in this bill.

- A license tab tax increase would undo most of the cuts to this tax achieved in recent years. The bill removes the caps on license tab taxes that limit the tax to $189 in the second year after a car is purchased and $99 in the third year. This will place a heavy burden on those purchasing a new vehicle.
A new $20 excise tax on motor vehicle purchases and an increase in motor vehicle rental taxes add to the overreaching nature of this bill.

Finally, I am concerned about this bill's provisions that create a "payment plan" option for persons whose drivers' licenses are revoked for drunken driving. Delaying revenue to the state to provide financial breaks to drunken drivers is misguided policy.

Along with the numerous tax increases, the overall structure of the financing in this bill is flawed. We need to focus a majority of our resources on projects that provide congestion relief, interregional mobility, and support economic development. I am concerned about the disproportionate amount of new taxing authority and new funds being directed to local governments without requiring their commitment to such priorities or requiring they reduce property taxes.

Sincerely,

TIM PAWLENTY
Governor

VETO OVERRIDE

Lieder moved that H. F. No. 2800, Chapter No. 152, be now reconsidered and repassed, the objections of the Governor notwithstanding, pursuant to Article IV, Section 23, of the Constitution of the State of Minnesota.

The question was taken on the Lieder motion and the roll was called. There were 91 yeas and 41 nays as follows:

Those who voted in the affirmative were:

Abeler
Anzelc
Atkins
Benson
Bigham
Bly
Brown
Brynaert
Bunn
Carlson
Clark
Davnie
Dill
Ditrich
Dominguez
Doty
Eken
Erhardt
Faust
Fritz
Gardner
Greiling
Hamilton
Hansen
Hausman
Haws
Heidgerken
Hilstrom
Hilty
Hornstein
Hortman
Hosch

Huntley
Jaros
Johnson
Juhnke
Kahn
Kalin
Knuth
Koenen
Kranz
Laine
Lenczewski
Lesch
Liebling
Lieder
Lillie
Lofeffler

Madore
Mahoney
Mariani
Marquart
Masin
Moe
Morgan
Morrow
Murphy, E.
Murphy, M.
Nelson
Norton
Olin
Otremba
Paymar

Pelowski
Peterson, A.
Peterson, N.
Peterson, S.
Poppe
Rukavina
Ruud
Sailor
Scalze
Sertich
Slocum
Solberg
Swails
Thao

Those who voted in the negative were:

Anderson, B.
Anderson, S.
Beard
Berns
Buesgens
Cornish
Dean
DeLaForest

Demmer
Dettmer
Drazkowski
Eastlund
Emmer
Erickson
Finstad
Garofalo
Gottwald
Gunther
Hackbarth
Hackbart
Holberg
Hoppe
Howes
Kohls
Lanning
Having received the constitutionally required two-thirds vote, the bill was reconsidered and repassed, the objections of the Governor notwithstanding.

REPORTS OF STANDING COMMITTEES AND DIVISIONS

Lieder from the Transportation Finance Division to which was referred:

H. F. No. 1219, A bill for an act relating to transportation; removing sunset date for weight exemptions for certain milk trucks; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 169.87, subdivision 4.

Reported the same back with the recommendation that the bill pass.

The report was adopted.

Otremba from the Committee on Agriculture, Rural Economies and Veterans Affairs to which was referred:

H. F. No. 2168, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; providing for the development and regulation of an industrial hemp industry; authorizing rulemaking; providing a defense for possession and cultivation of industrial hemp; modifying the definition of marijuana; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 18J.01; 18J.02; 18J.03; 18J.04, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 4; 18J.05, subdivisions 1, 2, 6; 18J.06; 18J.07, subdivisions 3, 4, 5; 18J.09; 18J.11, subdivision 1, by adding a subdivision; 152.01, subdivision 9; 375.30, subdivision 2; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 18K.

Reported the same back with the following amendments:

Page 8, after line 33, insert:

"Sec. 29. **EFFECTIVE DATE.**

Sections 1 to 23 and 25 to 28 are effective the day following final enactment. Section 24 is effective the day after the United States Department of Justice, Drug Enforcement Administration, authorizes a person to commercially grow industrial hemp in the United States."

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass and be re-referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.

The report was adopted.
Eken from the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources to which was referred:

H. F. No. 2536, A bill for an act relating to environment; authorizing establishment of watershed basin management districts with taxing authority; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 103B.151, subdivision 1; 275.066; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 103B.

Reported the same back with the following amendments:

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert:

"Section 1. [103A.212] BASIN WATERSHED MANAGEMENT POLICY.

The quality of life of every Minnesotan depends on water. Minnesota's rivers, lakes, streams, wetlands, and groundwater provide a foundation for the state's recreational, municipal, commercial, industrial, agricultural, environmental, aesthetic, and economic well being. The legislature finds that it is in the public interest to manage water resources from the perspective of watersheds and river basins to achieve protection, preservation, enhancement, and restoration of the state's valuable water resources.

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 103B.102, subdivision 2, is amended to read:

Subd. 2. Definitions. For the purposes of this section, "local water management entities" means basin boards, watershed districts, soil and water conservation districts, metropolitan water management organizations, and counties operating separately or jointly in their role as local water management authorities under chapter 103B, 103C, 103D, or 103G and chapter 114D.

Sec. 3. [103B.176] DEFINITIONS.

(a) For the purposes of sections 103B.176 to 103B.179, the following terms have the meanings given.

(b) "Basin board" means a formally organized joint powers organization representing the watershed management organizations defined in paragraph (d) established along boundaries of the nine major river basins listed in section 103B.177, subdivision 2.

(c) "Local water management entities" means watershed districts, soil and water conservation districts, metropolitan water management organizations, lake improvement districts, lake conservation districts, and counties under this chapter and chapters 103C, 103D, and 114.

(d) "Watershed management organization" means a watershed district under chapter 103D; a watershed management organization under section 103B.211; or a formally organized joint powers organization of counties, cities, soil and water conservation districts, and watershed districts located outside the seven-county metropolitan area as defined under section 473.121, subdivision 2, encompassing one or more of the state's major watersheds. Lake improvement districts are not watershed management organizations.

Sec. 4. [103B.177] BASIN WATERSHED MANAGEMENT.

Subdivision 1. Basin management purpose. The purposes of basin watershed management are to:

(1) protect, preserve, and use natural surface and groundwater storage and retention systems;

(2) maximize benefits of public capital expenditures needed to correct flooding and water quality problems;
(3) identify and plan for means to effectively protect and improve surface and groundwater quality;

(4) establish more uniform policies, goals, and objectives for surface and groundwater management;

(5) prevent erosion of soil and associated pollutants into surface water systems;

(6) promote groundwater recharge;

(7) protect and enhance fish and wildlife habitat;

(8) secure other benefits associated with the sustainable use and management of surface and groundwater resources;

(9) promote coordination and cooperation among basin water management organizations;

(10) work with other public agencies and citizen volunteers collecting scientific data used to identify and restore impaired waters; and

(11) facilitate resolution of water resources conflicts.

Subd. 2. **Basin boards.** A basin board is established in each of the state's major river basins. A basin board's purpose is to coordinate basin water management activities, implement projects and programs of common benefit to the basin, and monitor performance of local water management entities. The major river basins are:

1. Rainy River Basin;
2. Great Lakes Basin;
3. St. Croix River Basin;
4. Middle Mississippi River Basin;
5. Lower Mississippi-Cedar Rivers Basin;
6. Missouri-Des Moines Rivers Basin;
7. Upper Mississippi River Basin;
8. Minnesota River Basin; and
9. Red River of the North Basin.

Subd. 3. **Membership; organization.** Membership of the basin boards in subdivision 2 consists of one member from each of the existing watershed management organizations or from each of the major watershed units where there is no formally organized watershed management organization within the basin. The governing body for each watershed management organization shall appoint one member. If no watershed management organization exists, the counties and soil and water conservation districts located wholly or partially within, or any watershed district located partially within, each major watershed unit shall jointly appoint one member that resides in the major watershed unit. A member of a basin board must be a county commissioner, soil and water conservation district supervisor, a watershed district manager, or an elected city official.
(b) Each basin board shall annually elect from among its members a chair, vice-chair, and secretary-treasurer who shall serve for concurrent three-year terms. The chair shall preside over all meetings of the basin board and may call special meetings at reasonable times and with adequate notice, when necessary. The vice-chair shall preside over the meetings of the basin board in the absence of the chair. The secretary-treasurer or the designee of the secretary-treasurer shall keep a record of all proceedings of the basin board. The secretary-treasurer shall provide for the proper receipt and disbursement of funds.

(c) On or before January 1, 2010, each basin board shall submit to the Board of Water and Soil Resources for approval a basin board organization plan that details the basin board’s membership, structure, and operating authority in order to meet the requirements of sections 103B.176 to 103B.179.

Subd. 4. Advisory committee. (a) A basin board must annually appoint an advisory committee to advise and assist the basin board on all matters affecting the interests of the basin and make recommendations to the basin board on all contemplated projects and improvements in the basin.

(b) An advisory committee must consist of at least six members. Half of the members of the advisory committee members should be public officials from local units of government and the other half should be landowners within the basin. The members must be residents of the basin.

Subd. 5. Basin management plans. On or before January 1, 2012, each basin board shall adopt a basin management plan and submit the plan to the Board of Water and Soil Resources for approval. The basin management plan must build on local water plans, establish goals and measurable outcomes, and coordinate actions addressing the water quality, flood protection, land conservation, and related ecosystem needs of the basin.

Subd. 6. Watershed management organization plans. Effective January 1, 2010, all watershed management organization plans and local water plans developed under sections 103B.231, 103B.235, 103B.255, 103B.311, 103B.501, 103B.601, 103B.651, 103C.331, subdivision 11, and 103D.401, shall be submitted to the appropriate basin board for review and comment on the consistency of the proposed plan with the basin management plan. A county or soil and water conservation district may use this plan to meet the local water management plan requirements of sections 103B.311 and 103C.331, subdivision 11.

Subd. 7. Authority. (a) A basin board may hire or contract for resources to carry out its responsibilities under this section.

(b) A basin board has the authority to and must participate in interstate and international river basin organizations that are geographically and hydrologically connected with the river basin.

Sec. 5. [103B.178] WATERSHED MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATIONS.

Subdivision 1. Authority. (a) A party to a joint powers agreement under section 471.59 to jointly or cooperatively manage or plan for the management of surface water and groundwater in a watershed under this section has, in addition to other authorities granted under section 471.59, the authority to prepare, adopt, and implement a plan for the watershed meeting the requirements of section 103B.231.

(b) Decisions by a joint powers board may not require more than a majority vote, except a decision on a capital improvement project, which may require no more than a two-thirds vote.

Subd. 2. Review of watershed boundaries. Before commencing planning, a watershed management organization established under this section and section 471.59 must submit a map delineating the boundaries of the watershed management organization to the Board of Water and Soil Resources for review and comment. The Board of Water and Soil Resources has 60 days to comment.
Sec. 6.  [103B.179] ACCOUNTABILITY AND OVERSIGHT.

Subdivision 1.  Standards.  A basin board may, in its basin management plan, adopt additional performance and operational standards for its member watershed management organizations.  Water management organizations or local water management entities are not eligible for Clean Water Legacy restoration and protection implementation grants or loans unless they are formally organized and have a water plan approved by the Board of Water and Soil Resources and there is cooperation, coordination, and implementation on a watershed basis.

Subd. 2.  Corrective actions.  (a) In addition to any other powers granted to the Board of Water and Soil Resources, the Board of Water and Soil Resources may intervene for the purpose of resolving disputes between a basin board and its member watershed management organizations.

(b) A basin board may petition the Board of Water and Soil Resources to establish a watershed management district if deficiencies identified by the Board of Water and Soil Resources are not corrected within two years.  The Board of Water and Soil Resources may, after public notice and hearing, declare a watershed management organization nonimplementing and initiate proceedings for establishment of a watershed district.

Sec. 7.  Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 103D.205, subdivision 3, is amended to read:

Subd. 3.  Signatures.  The establishment petition must be signed by one or more of the following groups:

(1) one-half or more of the counties within the proposed watershed district;

(2) counties having 50 percent or more of the area within the proposed watershed district;

(3) a majority of the cities within the proposed watershed district; or

(4) 50 or more resident owners residing in the proposed watershed district, excluding resident owners within the corporate limits of a city if the city has signed the petition; or

(5) a basin board under section 103B.179, subdivision 2.

Sec. 8.  APPROPRIATION.

$....... is appropriated in fiscal year ..., from ... to ..., as a onetime appropriation for grants to the basin boards to assist in development of the basin plan goals, objectives, priorities, and outcomes.

$....... in fiscal year ..., and $....... in fiscal year ..., are appropriated from ... to the Board of Water and Soil Resources for increased staffing and capacity to support the watershed management effort of this act.

Delete the title and insert:

"A bill for an act relating to environment; authorizing establishment of basin boards; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 103D.205, subdivision 3; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 103B.102, subdivision 2; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 103A; 103B."

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass and be re-referred to the Committee on Local Government and Metropolitan Affairs.

The report was adopted.
Solberg from the Committee on Ways and Means to which was referred:

H. F. No. 2553, A bill for an act relating to state government; creating a catastrophe survivor compensation fund; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 13.635, by adding a subdivision; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 8A.

Reported the same back with the recommendation that the bill pass.

The report was adopted.

Thissen from the Committee on Health and Human Services to which was referred:

H. F. No. 2639, A bill for an act relating to health; changing provisions for prescribing legend drugs; amending Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 151.37, subdivision 2.

Reported the same back with the following amendments:

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert:

"Section 1.  Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 151.01, subdivision 23, is amended to read:

Subd. 23.  Practitioner.  "Practitioner" means a licensed doctor of medicine, licensed doctor of osteopathy duly licensed to practice medicine, licensed doctor of dentistry, licensed doctor of optometry, licensed podiatrist, or licensed veterinarian.  For purposes of sections 151.15, subdivision 4, 151.37, subdivision 2, paragraphs paragraphs (b) and (e), and 151.461, "practitioner" also means a physician assistant authorized to prescribe, dispense, and administer under chapter 147A, or an advanced practice nurse authorized to prescribe, dispense, and administer under section 148.235.

Sec. 2.  Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 151.37, subdivision 2, is amended to read:

Subd. 2.  Prescribing and filing.  (a) A licensed practitioner in the course of professional practice only, may prescribe, administer, and dispense a legend drug, and may cause the same to be administered by a nurse, a physician assistant, or medical student or resident under the practitioner's direction and supervision, and may cause a person who is an appropriately certified, registered, or licensed health care professional to prescribe, dispense, and administer the same within the expressed legal scope of the person's practice as defined in Minnesota Statutes. A licensed practitioner may prescribe a legend drug, without reference to a specific patient, by directing a nurse, pursuant to section 148.235, subdivisions 8 and 9, physician assistant, or medical student or resident to adhere to a particular practice guideline or protocol when treating patients whose condition falls within such guideline or protocol, and when such guideline or protocol specifies the circumstances under which the legend drug is to be prescribed and administered. An individual who verbally, electronically, or otherwise transmits a written, oral, or electronic order, as an agent of a prescriber, shall not be deemed to have prescribed the legend drug. This paragraph applies to a physician assistant only if the physician assistant meets the requirements of section 147A.18.

(b) A licensed practitioner that dispenses for profit a legend drug that is to be administered orally, is ordinarily dispensed by a pharmacist, and is not a vaccine, must file with the practitioner's licensing board a statement indicating that the practitioner dispenses legend drugs for profit, the general circumstances under which the practitioner dispenses for profit, and the types of legend drugs generally dispensed. It is unlawful to dispense legend drugs for profit after July 31, 1990, unless the statement has been filed with the appropriate licensing board. For purposes of this paragraph, "profit" means (1) any amount received by the practitioner in excess of the acquisition cost of a legend drug for legend drugs that are purchased in prepackaged form, or (2) any amount received by the
practitioner in excess of the acquisition cost of a legend drug plus the cost of making the drug available if the legend drug requires compounding, packaging, or other treatment. The statement filed under this paragraph is public data under section 13.03. This paragraph does not apply to a licensed doctor of veterinary medicine or a registered pharmacist. Any person other than a licensed practitioner with the authority to prescribe, dispense, and administer a legend drug under paragraph (a) shall not dispense for profit. To dispense for profit does not include dispensing by a community health clinic when the profit from dispensing is used to meet operating expenses.

(c) A prescription or drug order for a legend drug is not valid if it is based solely on an online questionnaire, unless it can be established that the prescription or order was based on a documented patient evaluation, including an examination, adequate to establish a diagnosis and identify underlying conditions and contraindications to treatment:

(1) controlled substance drugs listed in section 152.02, subdivisions 3 to 5;

(2) drugs defined by the Board of Pharmacy as controlled substances pursuant to section 152.02, subdivisions 7, 8, and 12;

(3) muscle relaxants;

(4) centrally acting analgesics with opioid activity;

(5) drugs containing butalbital; or

(6) phosphodiesterase type 5 inhibitors when used to treat erectile dysfunction.

(d) For the purposes of paragraph (c), the requirement for an examination shall be met if an in-person examination has been completed in any of the following circumstances:

(1) the prescribing practitioner examines the patient at the time the prescription or drug order is issued;

(2) the prescribing practitioner has performed a prior examination of the patient;

(3) another prescribing practitioner practicing within the same group or clinic as the prescribing practitioner has examined the patient;

(4) a consulting practitioner to whom the prescribing practitioner has referred the patient has examined the patient; or

(5) the referring practitioner has performed an examination in the case of a consultant practitioner issuing a prescription or drug order when providing services by means of telemedicine.

(e) Nothing in paragraph (c) or (d) prohibits a licensed practitioner from prescribing a drug through the use of a guideline or protocol pursuant to paragraph (a).

(f) Nothing in this chapter prohibits a licensed practitioner from issuing a prescription or dispensing a legend drug according to the Expedited Partner Therapy in the Management of Sexually Transmitted Diseases guidance document issued by the United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

(g) Nothing in paragraph (c) or (d) limits prescription, administration, or dispensing of legend drugs through a public health clinic or other distribution mechanism approved by the commissioner of health or a board of health in order to prevent, mitigate, or treat a pandemic illness, infectious disease outbreak, or intentional or accidental release of a biological, chemical, or radiological agent.
(h) No pharmacist employed by, under contract to, or working for a pharmacy licensed under section 151.19, subdivision 1, may dispense a legend drug based on a prescription which the pharmacist knows, or would reasonably be expected to know, is not valid under paragraph (c).

(i) No pharmacist employed by, under contract to, or working for a pharmacy licensed under section 151.19, subdivision 2, may dispense a legend drug to a resident of this state, based on a prescription that the pharmacist knows, or would reasonably be expected to know, is not valid under paragraph (c).

Sec. 3. Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 151.37, subdivision 7, is amended to read:

Subd. 7. Exclusion for prescriptions. Nothing in this chapter shall prohibit the possession of a legend drug by a person for that person’s use when it has been dispensed to the person in accordance with a written or oral prescription by a practitioner. Nothing in this chapter shall prohibit a person, for whom a legend drug has been dispensed in accordance with a written or oral prescription by a practitioner, from designating a family member, caregiver, or other individual to handle the legend drug for the purpose of assisting the person in obtaining or administering the drug."

Delete the title and insert:

"A bill for an act relating to health; changing provisions for prescribing and filing prescriptions for specific drugs; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 151.01, subdivision 23; 151.37, subdivision 7; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 151.37, subdivision 2."

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass.

The report was adopted.

Hilstrom from the Committee on Local Government and Metropolitan Affairs to which was referred:

H. F. No. 2795, A bill for an act relating to local government; allowing meetings and events after 6:00 p.m. on March 4, 2008.

Reported the same back with the recommendation that the bill pass and be placed on the Consent Calendar.

The report was adopted.

Mullery from the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice to which was referred:

H. F. No. 2906, A bill for an act relating to animals; changing provisions regulating dangerous dogs; imposing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 347.50, by adding a subdivision; 347.51, subdivisions 2a, 3, 4, 7, 9; 347.52; 347.53; 347.54, subdivisions 1, 3; 347.55; 347.56; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 347.

Reported the same back with the following amendments:

Page 1, after line 11, insert:

"Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 347.51, subdivision 2, is amended to read:"
Subd. 2. Registration. An animal control authority shall issue a certificate of registration to the owner of a dangerous dog if the owner presents sufficient evidence that:

(1) a proper enclosure exists for the dangerous dog and a posting on the premises with a clearly visible warning sign, including a warning symbol to inform children, that there is a dangerous dog on the property;

(2) a surety bond issued by a surety company authorized to conduct business in this state in a form acceptable to the animal control authority in the sum of at least $300,000, payable to any person injured by the dangerous dog, or a policy of liability insurance issued by an insurance company authorized to conduct business in this state in the amount of at least $300,000, insuring the owner for any personal injuries inflicted by the dangerous dog;

(3) the owner has paid an annual fee of not more than $500, in addition to any regular dog licensing fees, to obtain a certificate of registration for a dangerous dog under this section; and

(4) the owner has had microchip identification implanted in the dangerous dog as required under section 347.515; and

(5) the owner has completed a course of instruction in the safe and responsible care of a dangerous dog. The course must include instruction in managing canine aggression and provide obedience training for the dangerous dog, and must be taught by an individual certified or with advanced training in the responsible ownership and handling of dangerous dogs.

Renumber the sections in sequence
Correct the title numbers accordingly

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass and be re-referred to the Committee on Local Government and Metropolitan Affairs.

The report was adopted.

Mariani from the Committee on E-12 Education to which was referred:

H. F. No. 2982, A bill for an act relating to education; establishing a five-year pilot program allowing alternative learning centers and charter schools to identify systemic improvement measures to best serve eligible students; appropriating money.

Reported the same back with the recommendation that the bill pass and be re-referred to the Committee on Finance.

The report was adopted.

Solberg from the Committee on Ways and Means to which was referred:

H. F. No. 3055, A bill for an act relating to state government; providing deficiency funding for certain state agencies; appropriating money.

Reported the same back with the recommendation that the bill pass.

The report was adopted.
Mullery from the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice to which was referred:

H. F. No. 3132, A bill for an act relating to animals; changing provisions prohibiting animal fights and possession of certain items; imposing penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 343.31, subdivision 1.

Reported the same back with the following amendments:

Delete everything after the enacting clause and insert:

"Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 343.31, subdivision 1, is amended to read:

Subdivision 1. **Penalty for animal fighting; attending animal fight.** A person who:

(1) promotes, engages in, or is employed in the activity of cockfighting, dogfighting, or violent pitting of one domestic animal against another of the same or a different kind;

(2) receives money for the admission of a person to a place used, or about to be used, for that activity;

(3) willfully permits a person to enter or use for that activity premises of which the permitter is the owner, agent, or occupant; or

(4) uses, trains, or possesses a dog or other animal for the purpose of participating in, engaging in, or promoting that activity; or

(5) possesses any device or substance intended to enhance an animal's ability to fight is guilty of a felony. A person who purchases a ticket of admission or otherwise gains admission to that activity is guilty of a gross misdemeanor."

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass and be re-referred to the Committee on Finance.

The report was adopted.

Solberg from the Committee on Ways and Means to which was referred:

H. F. No. 3201, A bill for an act relating to financing and operation of government in this state; making policy, technical, administrative, payment, enforcement, collection, proceeds distribution, refund, and other changes to income, franchise, property, state and local sales and use, motor vehicle sales, minerals, estate, cigarette and tobacco products, gasoline, liquor, insurance premiums, mortgage and deed, healthcare gross revenues, and wheelegage taxes, and other taxes and tax-related provisions; conforming to certain changes in the Internal Revenue Code; changing accelerated sales tax payments; providing for licensure of assessors; changing provisions relating to the sustainable forest resource management incentive program; providing for aids to local governments; providing for state debt collection; changing border city allocation, tax increment financing, and economic development, provisions, powers, and incentives; authorizing and providing terms and conditions related to the issuance of obligations and the financing of public improvements and services; changing and imposing powers, duties, and requirements on certain local governments and authorities and on the commissioner of revenue and other state departments and agencies; extending the time for certain publications of notices; requiring notices and publication of information; extending a petrofund fee exemption; providing for purchase of forest lands; authorizing and validating trusts to pay certain public postemployment benefits; providing for iron range higher education grants; changing revenue recapture, local impact notes, and data practices provisions; providing penalties; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes
2006, sections 3.987, subdivision 1; 3.988, subdivision 3; 3.989, subdivisions 2, 3; 16A.103, subdivision 2; 16D.04, subdivisions 1, 2; 16D.11, subdivisions 2, 7; 62L.06, subdivision 67; 71A.04, subdivision 1; 97A.061, subdivision 2; 118A.03, subdivision 3; 123B.61; 127A.48, subdivision 2; 216B.1646; 270.0701, subdivision 7; 270.072, subdivisions 2, 3, 6; 270.074, subdivision 3; 270.076, subdivision 1; 270.41, subdivisions 1, 2, 3, 5, by adding a subdivision; 270.44; 270.45; 270.46; 270.47; 270.48; 270.50; 270.03, subdivision 2; 270.10; 270C.306; 270C.34, subdivision 1; 270C.446, subdivision 2; 270C.56, subdivision 1; 270C.63, subdivision 9; 272.02, by adding subdivisions; 272.115, subdivision 1; 272.05, by adding a subdivision; 273.111, subdivision 3; 273.117; 273.121; 273.124, subdivision 13, by adding a subdivision; 273.125, subdivision 8; 273.128, subdivision 1; 273.13, subdivisions 22, 24, 25, by adding a subdivision; 273.1315; 273.1398, subdivision 4; 273.33, subdivision 9; 273.37, subdivision 2; 273.371, subdivision 1; 274.01, subdivision 1; 274.13, subdivision 1; 275.02, by adding a subdivision; 275.066; 275.067; 275.61, subdivision 1; 276.04, subdivision 2, by adding a subdivision; 276A.01, subdivision 3; 276A.04; 277.01, subdivision 2; 278.05, subdivision 6; 279.01, subdivision 1; 279.37, subdivision 1a; 279.371, subdivision 1; 279.40, subdivision 2; 289A.08, subdivision 11; 289A.09, subdivision 2; 289A.12, subdivisions 4, 14; 289A.18, subdivision 1; 289A.20, subdivision 4; 289A.38, subdivision 7; 289A.40, subdivision 2; 289A.56, by adding a subdivision; 289A.60, subdivisions 8, 12, 15, 25, 27, by adding subdivisions; 290.01, subdivisions 19a, 19c, 19d; 290.06, subdivisions 2c, 33; 290.067, subdivision 2b; 290.0671, subdivision 7; 290.0677, subdivision 1; 290.091, subdivision 3; 290.0921, subdivision 3; 290.10; 290.17, subdivision 2; 290.191, subdivision 8; 290.92, by adding a subdivision; 290A.03, subdivision 7; 290B.03, subdivision 2; 290C.02, subdivision 3; 290C.04; 290C.05; 290C.07; 290C.11; 290.005, subdivision 1; 295.52, subdivisions 4, 4a; 295.54, subdivision 2; 296.18, subdivision 4; 297A.63, subdivision 1; 297A.66, subdivision 1; 297A.665; 297A.666, subdivisions 13, 14, by adding subdivisions; 297A.67, subdivisions 7, 8, 9; 297A.68, subdivisions 11, 16, 35; 297A.69, subdivision 2; 297A.70, subdivision 7, by adding a subdivision; 297A.72; 297A.90, subdivision 2; 297A.99, subdivision 1; 297B.035, subdivision 1; 297F.06, subdivision 4; 297F.09, subdivision 10; 297F.21, subdivision 3; 297F.25, by adding a subdivision; 297F.09, subdivision 9; 297I.06, subdivisions 1, 2; 297I.15, by adding a subdivision; 297I.20, subdivision 2; 297I.40, subdivision 5; 298.22, by adding a subdivision; 298.2214, subdivision 2; 298.24, subdivision 1; 298.25; 298.28, subdivisions 4, 5, by adding a subdivision; 298.282, subdivision 1; 298.292, subdivision 2; 298.296, subdivision 2; 298.2961, subdivisions 4, 5; 298.75, subdivisions 1, 3, 7, by adding a subdivision; 331A.06, subdivision 2; 360.031; 365A.02; 365A.04; 365A.08; 365A.09; 373.01, subdivision 3; 373.40, subdivision 4; 375B.09; 383A.80, subdivision 4; 383A.81, subdivisions 1, 2; 383B.117, subdivision 2; 383B.77, subdivisions 1, 2; 383B.80, subdivision 4; 410.32; 412.301; 435.193; 453A.02, subdivision 3; 469.169, by adding a subdivision; 469.1734, subdivision 6; 469.174, subdivisions 10, 10a; 469.175, subdivisions 1, 3; 469.176, subdivisions 1, 2, 4, 7; 469.1761; 469.1763, subdivision 1; 469.177, subdivision 1; 469.178, subdivision 7; 469.1791, subdivision 3; 473.39, by adding subdivisions; 475.51, subdivision 4; 475.52, subdivision 6; 475.53, subdivision 1; 475.58, subdivisions 1, 3b; 477A.011, subdivision 36; 477A.013, subdivisions 8, 9; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, sections 270A.03, subdivision 5; 272.02, subdivision 64; 273.124, subdivision 14; 275.065, subdivision 3; 290.01, subdivisions 19, 19b, 31; 290A.03, subdivision 15; 424A.10, subdivision 3; Laws 1973, chapter 393, section 1, as amended; Laws 1980, chapter 511, section 1, subdivision 2, as amended; Laws 1988, chapter 645, section 3, as amended; Laws 1989, chapter 211, section 4, as amended; Laws 1993, chapter 375, article 9, section 45, subdivision 2, as amended, as amended, as amended; Laws 1994, chapter 587, article 9, section 14, subdivisions 1, 2, 3; Laws 1995, chapter 264, article 5, sections 44, subdivision 4, as amended; Laws 1999, chapter 243, article 4, section 18, subdivisions 1, 3, 4; Laws 2003, chapter 128, article 1, section 172, as amended; Laws 2005, First Special Session chapter 3, article 5, section 39; article 10, section 23, as amended; Laws 2006, chapter 259, article 11, section 3; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 270; 270C; 273; 274; 290C; 297A; 360; 383C; 383D; 383E; 471; 475; repealing Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 16A.1522; 163.051, subdivision 5; 270.073; 270.41, subdivision 4; 270.43; 270.51; 270.52; 270.53; 295.60; 297A.61, subdivision 20; 297A.66, subdivision 6; 297A.67, subdivision 22; 469.174, subdivision 29; Laws 1973, chapter 393, section 2; Laws 1994, chapter 389, article 9, section 8, subdivision 1, as amended; Laws 1998, chapter 389, article 11, section 18.

Reported the same back with the following amendments:
Page 103, line 18, delete "$375,000" and insert "$352,000"

Page 103, line 28, delete "$375,000" and insert "$352,000"

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass.

The report was adopted.

Mariani from the Committee on E-12 Education to which was referred:

H. F. No. 3290, A bill for an act relating to education; providing for school readiness assessments and kindergarten transition strategies; appropriating money.

Reported the same back with the following amendments:

Page 1, line 15, delete "The" and insert "A district's"

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass and be re-referred to the Committee on Finance.

The report was adopted.

Mariani from the Committee on E-12 Education to which was referred:

H. F. No. 3292, A bill for an act relating to education; managing school trust fund lands; improving the returns for school trust fund lands; redefining the mission of the Permanent School Fund Advisory Committee; providing a report; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 84.027, by adding a subdivision; 127A.30.

Reported the same back with the following amendments:

Page 1, line 10, delete "sole"

With the recommendation that when so amended the bill pass and be re-referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations, Reform, Technology and Elections.

The report was adopted.

**SECOND READING OF HOUSE BILLS**

H. F. Nos. 1219, 2553, 2639, 2795, 3055 and 3201 were read for the second time.
INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING OF HOUSE BILLS

The following House Files were introduced:

Mullery, Davnie, Kohls, Gunther, Hilstrom, Dominguez, Thao, Clark, Mahoney and Mariani introduced:

H. F. No. 3348, A bill for an act relating to real property; providing for the Foreclosure Crisis Intervention Act; modifying certain landlord and tenant provisions; modifying provisions relating to mortgage foreclosure procedures and process; providing for civil and criminal enforcement to prevent predatory lending practices; providing protections relating to manufactured homes and default; providing for data practices; providing remedies; providing forms and notices; making technical, clarifying, and conforming changes; requiring a report; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 47.206, subdivision 7, by adding a subdivision; 58.02, by adding a subdivision; 327.64; 327.65; 327.66; 327B.01, by adding subdivisions; 327B.08, by adding a subdivision; 327B.09, by adding a subdivision; 327B.12; 334.01, subdivision 2; 357.021, subdivision 1a; 363A.28, subdivision 3; 363A.29, subdivision 4; 484.014, by adding a subdivision; 504B.151; 504B.178, subdivision 8; 504B.215, subdivision 3; 504B.285, subdivision 1; 580.02; 580.03; 580.04; 580.041, subdivision 2; 580.06; 580.07; 580.12; 580.23, subdivision 1; 580.25; 580.28; 580.30; 581.10; 582.03; 582.031; 582.032, subdivision 2; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, sections 290.01, subdivisions 19, 31; 290A.03, subdivision 15; 510.05; 550.19; 550.22; 550.24; 580.24; 609.822, subdivision 3; Laws 2004, chapter 263, section 26; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 325B; 580.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Commerce and Labor.

Rukavina, Poppe, Gunther, Brynaert and Bly introduced:

H. F. No. 3349, A bill for an act relating to higher education; removing a surplus appropriation sunset provision; amending Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 136A.121, subdivision 7a.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Dill, Demmer, Cornish and Hansen introduced:

H. F. No. 3350, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; modifying restrictions on shining artificial lights; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 97B.081.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources.

Tillberry introduced:

H. F. No. 3351, A bill for an act relating to lawful gambling; providing for certain penalties; modifying licensing and other regulatory provisions; modifying provisions relating to prizes; making technical, clarifying, and conforming changes; requiring a report; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 349.12, subdivisions 18, 31; 349.15, by adding a subdivision; 349.161, subdivision 1; 349.1641; 349.167, subdivisions 2, 4, 7; 349.18, subdivision 1; 349.19, subdivision 10; 349.191, subdivisions 1a, 1b; 349.2113; 349.2125, subdivision 1; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 349.211, subdivisions 2c, 3, 4, by adding a subdivision.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Commerce and Labor.
Eastlund introduced:

H. F. No. 3352, A bill for an act relating to capital improvements; authorizing the sale and issuance of state bonds; appropriating money to design and construct the Cambridge-Isanti Trail in Isanti County.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Atkins and Lanning introduced:

H. F. No. 3353, A bill for an act relating to local government; prohibiting certain payments in annexations; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 414.036.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Local Government and Metropolitan Affairs.

Hansen and Lanning introduced:

H. F. No. 3354, A bill for an act relating to local government; providing for a stay of action on an orderly annexation resolution pending action on an annexation by order petition; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 414.0325, by adding a subdivision; 414.09, subdivision 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Local Government and Metropolitan Affairs.

Mahoney and Johnson introduced:

H. F. No. 3355, A bill for an act relating to capital improvements; appropriating money to capital improvements; appropriating money for a community center; authorizing the sale and issuance of state bonds.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Moe introduced:

H. F. No. 3356, A bill for an act relating to commerce; requiring Explore Minnesota Tourism to study vacation rental lodging; creating definitions; requiring a report.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Commerce and Labor.

Marquart and Magnus introduced:

H. F. No. 3357, A bill for an act relating to municipal boundary adjustments; providing for changes in municipal boundaries; imposing powers and duties on the chief administrative law judge; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 4A.02; 40A.121, subdivision 1; 272.67, subdivision 1; 276A.09; 365.46, subdivision 2; 379.05; 412.021, subdivision 1; 412.091; 414.01, subdivisions 1, 1a, 8a, 16; 414.011, by adding a subdivision; 414.02, subdivision 1a; 414.031, subdivisions 1a, 4, by adding a subdivision; 414.0325, subdivisions 1, 5; 414.0333; 414.035; 414.067, subdivision 1; 414.12, subdivisions 1, 3, 4, by adding subdivisions; 462.3535, subdivision 5; 473F.13, subdivision 1;
The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Local Government and Metropolitan Affairs.

Howes introduced:

H. F. No. 3358, A bill for an act relating to retirement; general state employees retirement plan of the Minnesota State Retirement System; authorizing the purchase of allowable service credit for pre-July 1, 1977, Department of Natural Resources intermittent employment in certain instances.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations, Reform, Technology and Elections.

Howes, Solberg, Dill and Sailer introduced:

H. F. No. 3359, A bill for an act relating to public finance; altering the school district referendum market value tax base; modifying the taxation of seasonal recreational property; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 126C.01, subdivision 3; 275.025, subdivisions 1, 4; repealing Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 275.025, subdivision 3.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Taxes.

Ozment, Loeffler and Anzelc introduced:

H. F. No. 3360, A bill for an act relating to claims against the state; providing for settlement of various claims; appropriating money.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Faust, Juhnke, Magnus, Shimanski and Eken introduced:

H. F. No. 3361, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; changing certain payment provisions for certain agricultural chemical corrective action costs; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 18E.04, subdivision 2.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Agriculture, Rural Economies and Veterans Affairs.

Juhnke, Magnus, Faust, Shimanski and Hansen introduced:

H. F. No. 3362, A bill for an act relating to agriculture; authorizing certain administrative actions related to pesticide and fertilizer regulation; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 18D.305, subdivision 2.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Agriculture, Rural Economies and Veterans Affairs.
Haws, Hosch, Dominguez, Severson, Dettmer, Wardlow, Koenen and Otremba introduced:

H. F. No. 3363, A bill for an act relating to higher education; clarifying certain scholarship program provisions; amending grant requirements; amending certain private institution provisions; making technical changes; providing for data sharing; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 13.32, by adding a subdivision; 141.25, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, sections 136A.126; 136A.127; 136A.65, subdivisions 1, 3, 5, 6, 7; 136A.66; 136A.67; 136A.69; 141.25, subdivision 5; 141.28, subdivision 1; 141.35; 197.791, subdivisions 1, 4, 5.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Moe, Rukavina, Solberg, Gunther and Murphy, M., introduced:

H. F. No. 3364, A bill for an act relating to Minnesota Public Facilities Authority; providing for wastewater infrastructure funding; providing for guarantee of certain government building debt; providing a credit enhanced bond program; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 446A.12, subdivision 1; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, sections 446A.072, subdivisions 3, 5a; 446A.086; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 446A.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources.

Atkins introduced:

H. F. No. 3365, A bill for an act relating to public employment; repealing final offer total package arbitration procedures for professional firefighters; repealing Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 179A.16, subdivision 7a.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Commerce and Labor.

Eken; Peterson, A., and Simpson introduced:

H. F. No. 3366, A bill for an act relating to environment; modifying Petrofund program; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 115C.04, subdivision 3; 115C.09, subdivision 3h, by adding a subdivision; repealing Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 115C.09, subdivision 3j.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources.

Pelowski, Greiling, Smith, Holberg and Hilty introduced:

H. F. No. 3367, A bill for an act relating to data practices; specifying access to disputed data; requiring closed meetings to be recorded; granting attorney fees in certain cases; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 13.072, subdivision 4; 13D.05, subdivision 1; 13D.06, subdivision 4; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 13.08, subdivision 4.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.
Slocum introduced:

H. F. No. 3368, A bill for an act relating to utilities; setting filing deadline for certain reports; regulating customer payment arrangements during cold weather period; regulating payment agreements for certain utility services; prohibiting disconnections of services if certain medical conditions exist; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 216B.098, subdivisions 3, 5, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, sections 216B.091; 216B.096, subdivisions 5, 10.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Energy Finance and Policy Division.

Slawik introduced:

H. F. No. 3369, A bill for an act relating to driver's licenses; authorizing limited license for driving to obtain employment; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 171.30, subdivision 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Transportation Finance Division.

Ruud, Benson, Simon, Erhardt and Peterson, N., introduced:

H. F. No. 3370, A bill for an act relating to transportation; appropriating money for U.S. Highway 169 and Bren Road/Londonderry Road interchange design; authorizing sale of trunk highway bonds.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Tingelstad; Hosch; Wardlow; Anderson, B.; Severson; Davnie; Lesch; Hackbarth; Peterson, N.; Erhardt; Brod; Tschumper; Koenen; Murphy, E.; Emmer; Urdahl; Heidgerken and Howes introduced:

H. F. No. 3371, A bill for an act relating to adoption; allowing adopted persons access to birth records; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 13.465, subdivision 8; 144.218, subdivision 1; 144.225, subdivision 2; 144.2252; 259.89, subdivision 1; 260C.317, subdivision 4; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 144; repealing Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 259.83, subdivision 3; 259.89, subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 5.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services.

Thissen introduced:


The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services.
Mullery introduced:

H. F. No. 3373, A bill for an act relating to crime; allowing consecutive sentencing when an offender commits one or more additional crimes between the time of the commission of one crime and the time of sentencing on that crime; directing the Sentencing Guidelines Commission to make the guidelines consistent; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 609.15, subdivision 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.

Bunn, Berns, Sailer, Cornish and Lillie introduced:

H. F. No. 3374, A bill for an act relating to public safety; making certain emergency responders exempt from permit requirement for emergency communications equipment; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 299C.37, subdivision 3.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.

Nornes introduced:

H. F. No. 3375, A bill for an act relating to human services; increasing payment rates for a nursing facility in Otter Tail County to the geographic group III median rate; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 256B.434, by adding a subdivision.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Walker and Slawik introduced:

H. F. No. 3376, A bill for an act relating to human services; amending the MFIP work participation program; changing MFIP child care assistance provisions; making technical changes; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 13.02, subdivision 3a; 13.82, subdivision 1; 119B.011, subdivision 17; 119B.03, subdivisions 1, 6; 119B.09, subdivision 1; 119B.125, by adding a subdivision; 119B.21, subdivision 10; 246.13, subdivision 2; 256E.30, subdivision 1; 256E.35, subdivision 7; 256J.24, subdivision 5; 256J.425, subdivision 1; 256J.54, subdivisions 2, 5; 256J.545; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, sections 119B.125, subdivision 2; 119B.13, subdivisions 1, 7; 119B.21, subdivision 5; 119B.231, subdivision 5; 245C.08, subdivision 2; 256E.35, subdivision 2; 256J.20, subdivision 3; 256J.575, subdivision 1; 256J.626, subdivision 7; 256J.95, subdivision 3; repealing Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 256K.25.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services.

Walker introduced:

H. F. No. 3377, A bill for an act relating to children's mental health; requiring children's mental health providers to develop a plan for and comply with requirements on the use of restrictive procedures; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 256B.0943, subdivision 5; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 245.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services.
Tillberry and Atkins introduced:

H. F. No. 3378, A bill for an act relating to gambling; clarifying definition of gambling device; repealing a provision relating to manufacture of gambling devices or components for shipment to other jurisdictions; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 609.75, subdivision 4; repealing Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 349.40.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Commerce and Labor.

Hansen and Bigham introduced:

H. F. No. 3379, A bill for an act relating to state lands; authorizing conveyance of certain tax-forfeited land that borders public water or wetland.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources.

Liebling, Norton, Welti, Tschumper, Poppe, Brown and Demmer introduced:

H. F. No. 3380, A bill for an act relating to human services; revising requirements for county-based purchasing for state health care programs; amending Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 256B.69, subdivision 4; Laws 2005, First Special Session chapter 4, article 8, section 84, as amended.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services.

Brynaert; Clark; McNamara; Benson; Huntley; Walker; Peterson, N.; Cornish; McFarlane; Greiling and Hausman introduced:

H. F. No. 3381, A bill for an act relating to human services; appropriating money for long-term homeless supportive services.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Lenczewski, Simpson and Marquart introduced:

H. F. No. 3382, A bill for an act relating to economic development abatements; modifying the maximum limitation on abatements; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 469.1813, subdivision 8.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Taxes.

Buesgens introduced:

H. F. No. 3383, A bill for an act relating to capital improvements; appropriating money for preliminary design and engineering to construct improvements to intersection of U.S. Highway 169, Trunk Highway 282, and County Highway 9; authorizing the sale and issuance of state bonds.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.
Mariani introduced:

H. F. No. 3384, A bill for an act relating to capital improvements; appropriating money for preservation of state historic sites; authorizing the sale and issuance of state bonds.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Thissen; Nelson; Murphy, M.; Smith; Kahn; Dominguez and Mullery introduced:

H. F. No. 3385, A bill for an act relating to retirement; modifying the investment-related postretirement adjustment of the Minneapolis firefighters relief association by correcting; providing an additional cost-of-living unit to members of the Minneapolis firefighters relief association upon achieving 110 percent funding; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 423C.05, by adding subdivisions.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations, Reform, Technology and Elections.

Marquart, Paulsen, Davnie, Wollschlager, Erhardt, Solberg, Thao, Juhnke, Hilty, Sailer, Carlson, Koenen, Demmer, Olin, Doty, Gardner, Hosch, Ward, Haws and Paymar introduced:

H. F. No. 3386, A bill for an act relating to property taxes; providing clarification for eligibility for property tax exemption for public charity institutions; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 272.02, subdivision 7.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Taxes.

Marquart introduced:

H. F. No. 3387, A bill for an act relating to capital investment; authorizing spending to acquire and better public land and buildings and other improvements of a capital nature; authorizing the sale and issuance of state bonds; appropriating money for Browns Valley flood hazard mitigation.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Loeffler, Lesch, Abeler, Benson, Jaros, Hosch, Walker, Bly and Brynaert introduced:

H. F. No. 3388, A bill for an act relating to human services; extending foster care benefits to age 21; appropriating money; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 260C.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services.

Loeffler, Abeler, Walker, Bly, Slawik, Liebling, Greiling, Lesch, Jaros, Benson, Hosch and Brynaert introduced:

H. F. No. 3389, A bill for an act relating to human services; certifying foster children's eligibility for medical assistance until age 21; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 256B.055, by adding a subdivision.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services.
Loeffler; Murphy, E.; Huntley; Bunn; Norton; Hosch; Thissen and Fritz introduced:

H. F. No. 3390, A bill for an act relating to public health; establishing a public health access fund; establishing a program to monitor BMI in children; establishing a statewide health improvement program; increasing the tobacco impact fees; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 16A.725, subdivision 1; 256.9658, subdivisions 3, 9; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 120B.021, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 16A; 120B; 145.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services.

Huntley; Thissen; Loeffler; Bunn; Murphy, E.; Hosch; Norton and Fritz introduced:

H. F. No. 3391, A bill for an act relating to public health; increasing affordability and continuity of care for state health care programs; modifying health care provisions; establishing a public health access fund; increasing the tobacco impact fees; providing subsidies for employee share of employer-subsidized insurance; establishing the Minnesota Health Insurance Exchange; requiring certain employers to offer Section 125 Plan; creating an affordability standard; requiring mandated reports; authorizing rulemaking; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 16A.725, subdivision 1; 62A.65, subdivision 3; 62E.141; 62L.12, subdivisions 2, 4; 256.01, by adding a subdivision; 256.9658, subdivisions 3, 9; 256B.061; 256B.69, by adding a subdivision; 256D.03, by adding a subdivision; 256L.05, by adding a subdivision; 256L.06, subdivision 3; 256L.07, subdivision 2; 256L.15, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, sections 13.46, subdivision 2; 256B.056, subdivision 10; 256L.03, subdivisions 3, 5; 256L.04, subdivisions 1, 7; 256L.05, subdivision 3a; 256L.07, subdivision 1; 256L.15, subdivision 2; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 16A; 145; 256B; proposing coding for new law as Minnesota Statutes, chapter 62U; repealing Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 256L.15, subdivision 3.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services.

Juhnke introduced:

H. F. No. 3392, A bill for an  act relating to farm wineries; allowing farm wineries to sell product at farmer's markets and to manufacture cognacs and brandies; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 340A.315, by adding a subdivision.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Agriculture, Rural Economies and Veterans Affairs.

Norton, Heidgerken and Fritz introduced:

H. F. No. 3393, A bill for an act relating to education; providing for full funding of kindergarten milk; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 124D.118, subdivision 4.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.
Hilstrom introduced:

H. F. No. 3394, A bill for an act relating to public safety; requiring a mandatory minimum prison sentence for criminal vehicular homicide offenders; amending Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 609.21, subdivision 1a.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.

Tillberry, Hausman, Davnie and Dittrich introduced:

H. F. No. 3395, A bill for an act relating to taxation; modifying the exemption for light rail transit vehicle and repair parts and expanding it to the Northstar Corridor rail project; exempting purchases for materials and supplies used in the construction of the Central Corridor light rail transit and Northstar Corridor rail projects; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 297A.70, subdivision 2; 297A.71, by adding subdivisions; 297A.75.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Taxes.

Simon, Hilstrom and Olin introduced:

H. F. No. 3396, A bill for an act relating to civil commitments; modifying and clarifying time requirements for hearings; providing an exception from prehearing discharge for commitment petitions involving persons alleged to be mentally ill and dangerous or a sexual psychopathic personality or sexually dangerous person; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 253B.08, subdivision 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.

Atkins, Anzelc, Tillberry, Erickson, Simpson and Zellers introduced:

H. F. No. 3397, A bill for an act relating to lawful gambling; making changes to expenditure restrictions; modifying bingo games and prizes; making clarifying and technical changes to lawful gambling; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 349.213, subdivisions 1, 3; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, sections 349.15, subdivision 1; 349.17, subdivision 8; 349.211, subdivisions 2, 2a, 2c, 3, by adding a subdivision.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Commerce and Labor.

Simon introduced:

H. F. No. 3398, A bill for an act relating to the city of Hopkins; eliminating a special law restriction on a tax increment financing district; amending Laws 2003, chapter 127, article 10, section 31, subdivision 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Taxes.
Brynaert and Morrow introduced:

H. F. No. 3399, A bill for an act relating to the city of Mankato; authorizing extension of sales and use tax and modification of use of revenues; authorizing imposition of other local taxes; amending Laws 1991, chapter 291, article 8, section 27, subdivisions 3, as amended, 4, as amended; repealing Laws 2005, First Special Session chapter 3, article 5, section 24.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Local Government and Metropolitan Affairs.

Fritz, Hosch, Otremba, Urdahl, Hamilton, Abeler and Peterson, S., introduced:

H. F. No. 3400, A bill for an act relating to human services; providing long-term care rate adjustments; providing funding for long-term care employee health insurance costs; modifying MinnesotaCare eligibility for long-term care employees; requiring development of a new nursing facility rate rebasing methodology; requiring a study of direct care staffing; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 256B.434, by adding a subdivision; 256B.441, by adding a subdivision; 256B.5012, by adding a subdivision; 256L.07, subdivision 2; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, sections 256B.434, subdivision 19; 256B.441, subdivisions 1, 50, 51a; 256B.5012, subdivision 7; Laws 2007, chapter 147, article 7, section 71; repealing Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 256B.441, subdivisions 55, 56.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services.

Hilty, Kalin, Sailer, Knuth, Hausman, Gunther and Dean introduced:

H. F. No. 3401, A bill for an act relating to energy; providing for development and application of building energy usage performance standards; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 16B.325; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 216B.241, subdivision 1e, by adding a subdivision.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Tschumper introduced:

H. F. No. 3402, A bill for an act relating to taxes; authorizing the city of Lanesboro to impose a local sales tax.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Local Government and Metropolitan Affairs.

Welti introduced:

H. F. No. 3403, A bill for an act relating to education; providing for an earth and space, life, and physical sciences assessment in grades 10 through 12; amending Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 120B.30, subdivision 1a.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on E-12 Education.
Westrom introduced:

H. F. No. 3404, A bill for an act relating to state government; designating ethanol manufacturing as the state industry; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations, Reform, Technology and Elections.

Tillberry, Swails, Anzelc, Kranz, Nornes, Laine and Sertich introduced:

H. F. No. 3405, A bill for an act relating to education funding; appropriating money for the Minnesota Learning Resource Center.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Mullery introduced:

H. F. No. 3406, A bill for an act relating to criminal justice; permitting courts to impose consecutive sentences for certain repeat offenders; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 609.1095, by adding a subdivision.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.

Mullery, by request, introduced:

H. F. No. 3407, A bill for an act relating to crime; prohibiting use of arrest records for private employment purposes; providing immunity from negligent hiring as it relates to use of criminal records; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 364.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.

Mullery introduced:


The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.

Peterson, A., introduced:

H. F. No. 3409, A bill for an act relating to health; providing funding for a rural health care purchasing alliance; appropriating money.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.
Peterson, A., introduced:

H. F. No. 3410, A bill for an act relating to human services; reenacting a health care purchasing alliance stop-loss fund repealed in 2007; extending its existence and adjusting eligibility; appropriating money; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 256.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services.

Atkins introduced:

H. F. No. 3411, A bill for an act relating to motor fuels; updating standards for petroleum products; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 296A.01, subdivisions 19, 35; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, sections 239.761; 239.77, subdivision 1; 296A.01, subdivisions 7, 8, 8a, 14, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Commerce and Labor.

Loeffler introduced:

H. F. No. 3412, A bill for an act relating to health; changing a provision for federally qualified health centers; amending Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 145.9269, subdivision 2.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services.

Shimanski introduced:

H. F. No. 3413, A bill for an act relating to capital improvements; appropriating money for roadway improvements in the city of Glencoe; authorizing the sale and issuance of state bonds.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Demmer introduced:

H. F. No. 3414, A bill for an act relating to capital improvements; appropriating money for the Stagecoach State Trail; authorizing the sale and issuance of state bonds.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Pelowski introduced:

H. F. No. 3415, A bill for an act relating to retirement; Teachers Retirement Association and first class city teacher plans; providing for phased retirement from teaching; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 354.05, subdivision 37; 354.44, subdivision 5; 354A.31, subdivision 3; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 354.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations, Reform, Technology and Elections.
Liebling, Welti, Norton and Demmer introduced:

H. F. No. 3416, A bill for an act relating to capital improvements; appropriating money for the Southeast Expressway from Rochester to St. Paul; authorizing the sale and issuance of state bonds.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Tillberry introduced:

H. F. No. 3417, A bill for an act relating to business organizations; waiver of reinstatement fee after certain dissolution of an entity when a principal of the entity is a returning combat veteran; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 5.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Agriculture, Rural Economies and Veterans Affairs.

Brown introduced:

H. F. No. 3418, A bill for an act relating to capital improvements; appropriating money for the Shell Rock River Channel Redevelopment and Blazing Star Landing plan; authorizing the sale and issuance of state bonds.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Ruud, Mariani, Walker, Tingelstad, Huntley and Dill introduced:

H. F. No. 3419, A bill for an act relating to health; permitting patient-delivered partner therapy for the treatment of chlamydia or gonorrhea; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 144.065; 151.01, subdivision 23; 151.37, subdivision 7, by adding a subdivision.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services.

Hilstrom introduced:

H. F. No. 3420, A bill for an act relating to local government; revising procedures and fees charged by county registrars of title for registering supplemental declarations of common interest communities; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 508.82, subdivision 1; 515B.1-116.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Local Government and Metropolitan Affairs.

Murphy, M., by request, introduced:

H. F. No. 3421, A bill for an act relating to retirement; amending postretirement provisions; providing for the dissolution of the Minnesota postretirement investment fund; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 11A.18, subdivision 9, by adding subdivisions; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 11A.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations, Reform, Technology and Elections.
Liebling, Demmer, Welti and Norton introduced:

H. F. No. 3422, A bill for an act relating to taxation; sales tax; exempting pollution control machinery and equipment providing energy to health care facilities; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 297A.68, by adding a subdivision; 297A.75, subdivisions 1, 2, 3.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Taxes.

Hilstrom introduced:

H. F. No. 3423, A bill for an act relating to education finance; increasing integration revenue for certain districts; creating a levy for school districts with negative fund balances; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 124D.86, subdivision 3; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 126C.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Rukavina; Dill; Peterson, A.; Sertich and Dittrich introduced:

H. F. No. 3424, A bill for an act relating to state lands; authorizing a 30-year lease of tax-forfeited and school trust fund lands in St. Louis County.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources.

Rukavina introduced:

H. F. No. 3425, A bill for an act relating to education finance; appropriating money for general education; eliminating the permanent school fund subtraction; simplifying education finance; repealing Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 126C.21, subdivision 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Pelowski, Hosch, Dittrich, Thissen, Emmer, Gunther, Zellers, Tinglestad and Koenen introduced:

H. F. No. 3426, A bill for an act relating to commerce; establishing a consumer complaint resolution procedure for insurance claims; imposing fees; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 72A.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Commerce and Labor.

Dettmer, Haws, Wardlow, Tinglestad, Severson, Shimanski, Heidgerken, Demmer, Gottwalt, Cornish and Anderson, S., introduced:

H. F. No. 3427, A bill for an act relating to veterans; establishing a loan program; adding certain veterans to those eligible for a program; changing an unemployment compensation provision; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, sections 116L.17, subdivision 1; 268.047, subdivision 2; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 116J.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Agriculture, Rural Economies and Veterans Affairs.
Gunther, Mullery, Thao, Mariani, Nelson, Clark and Mahoney introduced:

H. F. No. 3428, A bill for an act relating to landlord and tenant; modifying right of tenant to pay utility bills; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 504B.215, subdivision 3.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.

Hansen and Ozment introduced:

H. F. No. 3429, A bill for an act relating to waters; providing for administrative penalty orders; providing civil penalties; requiring an implementation plan; providing a rulemaking exemption; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 103G.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources.

Kalin and Hilstrom introduced:

H. F. No. 3430, A bill for an act relating to local government; adding fire service to the list of services for which local governments may collect unpaid charges from tax refunds; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 270A.03, subdivision 2.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Local Government and Metropolitan Affairs.

Kahn; Murphy, E.; Ruud; Slocum and Thissen introduced:

H. F. No. 3431, A bill for an act relating to health; requiring the commissioner to provide information on human papillomavirus immunization; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 121A.23, subdivision 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services.

Erickson, Hackbarth, Shimanski and Eastlund introduced:

H. F. No. 3432, A bill for an act relating to game and fish; requiring certain meetings between the Department of Natural Resources, the Ojibwe tribes, and the Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission to be subject to the open meeting law; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 97A.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources.

Dill introduced:

H. F. No. 3433, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; establishing Lake Vermilion State Park; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 85.012, by adding a subdivision.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources.
Urdahl, Juhnke and Heidgerken introduced:

H. F. No. 3434, A bill for an act relating to appropriations; appropriating money for the small community wastewater treatment program.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Hosch, Finstad, Bunn and Abeler introduced:

H. F. No. 3435, A bill for an act relating to human services; making technical changes; amending children's mental health, health care, and miscellaneous provisions; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 254A.035, subdivision 2; 254A.04; 256.0451, subdivision 24; 256.046; 256B.0943, subdivisions 1, 2, 7; 256L.07, subdivision 5; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, sections 256.01, subdivisions 2, 2b; 256.476, subdivisions 4, 5; 256B.057, subdivision 2c; 256B.06, subdivision 4; 256B.0655, subdivision 12; 256B.0943, subdivisions 6, 9, 12; 256D.03, subdivision 3; 256L.15, subdivision 2; repealing Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 256B.039.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services.

Nelson introduced:

H. F. No. 3436, A bill for an act relating to retirement; modifying state employee postretirement employment provisions; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 43A.346, subdivisions 5, 6; 352.115, subdivision 10; 356.47, subdivision 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations, Reform, Technology and Elections.

Moe, Ward, Sailer, Ozment, Benson, Ruud, Hansen, Tinglestad, Simpson and Berns introduced:

H. F. No. 3437, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; providing a process for designating star lakes or rivers; creating a Star Lake Board as a nonprofit corporation; allowing for the placement of star lake or river signs on highways; appropriating money; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 103B; 173.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources.

Thissen, Kahn and Holberg introduced:

H. F. No. 3438, A bill for an act relating to health; changing provisions for handling genetic information; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 13.386, subdivision 3; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 144.125, subdivision 3.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.
McNamara introduced:

H. F. No. 3439, A bill for an act relating to natural resources; modifying requirements for alternative recording for state forest roads; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 89.715.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources.

Beard and Bly introduced:

H. F. No. 3440, A bill for an act relating to transportation; repealing prohibition against Dan Patch commuter rail line; repealing Laws 2002, chapter 393, section 85.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Transportation Finance Division.

Bigham, Berns, Simpson and Ozment introduced:

H. F. No. 3441, A bill for an act relating to civil law; extending civil immunity to municipalities that donate public safety equipment; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 466.03, by adding a subdivision.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.

Kalin, Simon and Morgan introduced:

H. F. No. 3442, A bill for an act relating to campaign finance; providing for reimbursement of certain costs of the campaign finance and public disclosure board by individuals who file frivolous complaints; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 10A.02, subdivision 11.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations, Reform, Technology and Elections.

Slawik and Hornstein introduced:

H. F. No. 3443, A bill for an act relating to education finance; appropriating money for the parent-child home program.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Bigham, McNamara, Zellers, DeLaForest, Dill, Knuth, Hansen, Eken and Atkins introduced:

H. F. No. 3444, A bill for an act relating to game and fish; extending the fall turkey hunting season in certain areas; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 97B.711, subdivision 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Environment and Natural Resources.
Mahoney, Kahn, Peppin and Haws introduced:

H. F. No. 3445, A bill for an act relating to capital improvements; appropriating money for United Enterprise Laboratories; authorizing the sale and issuance of state bonds.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Kahn; Murphy, E.; Ruud; Slocum and Thissen introduced:

H. F. No. 3446, A bill for an act relating to public health; requiring information on meningococcal disease and human papillomavirus disease to be provided through the schools; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 121A.15, by adding a subdivision.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Health and Human Services.

Sailer and Johnson introduced:

H. F. No. 3447, A bill for an act relating to consumer protection; providing for the termination of a wireless services contract without penalty upon the death of a customer; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 325F.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Commerce and Labor.

Tingelstad, Simon, Hilstrom and Lesch introduced:

H. F. No. 3448, A bill for an act relating to children; regulating gestational carrier arrangements; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 257.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.

Tingelstad, Simon, Hilstrom and Lesch introduced:

H. F. No. 3449, A bill for an act relating to assisted reproduction; changing certain regulations; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 257.56.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.

Huntley; Eken; Hosch; Otremba; Gottwalt; Sertich; Norton; Solberg; Hamilton; Juhnke; Murphy, M.; Sailer; Moe; Jaros and Dill introduced:

H. F. No. 3450, A bill for an act relating to human services; expanding the rural hospital payment adjustment to include additional diagnosis-related groups; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 256.969, subdivision 26; 256B.195, subdivision 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.
Huntley; Eken; Hosch; Otremba; Gottwalt; Sertich; Norton; Solberg; Hamilton; Juhnke; Murphy, M.; Sailer; Moe; Jaros and Dill introduced:

H. F. No. 3451, A bill for an act relating to human services; expanding rural hospital payment adjustment to include all diagnosis-related groups; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 256.969, subdivision 26; 256B.195, subdivision 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Walker, Bunn, Loeffler, Norton and Liebling introduced:

H. F. No. 3452, A bill for an act relating to human services; prohibiting commissioner of human services from diverting Title 3 funding away from senior nutrition programs; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 256.9752, by adding a subdivision.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.

Kahn introduced:

H. F. No. 3453, A bill for an act relating to state government; modifying provisions relating to a study of effectiveness of the Starbase program.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Agriculture, Rural Economies and Veterans Affairs.

Jaros and Huntley introduced:

H. F. No. 3454, A bill for an act relating to the city of Duluth; correcting the legal description of the boundaries of the tracts of land administered by the Spirit Mountain Recreation Area Authority; amending Laws 1973, chapter 327, section 2, subdivision 1, as amended.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Local Government and Metropolitan Affairs.

Hilty, Kahn, Bigham, Winkler and DeLaForest introduced:

H. F. No. 3455, A bill for an act relating to the military; changing certain election provisions; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 203B.17; 203B.21, subdivisions 1, 2; 203B.22; 203B.24, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 203B.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations, Reform, Technology and Elections.
Tschumper, Lanning and Olin introduced:

H. F. No. 3456, A bill for an act relating to emergency management; authorizing interstate assistance by local governments; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 192.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Local Government and Metropolitan Affairs.

Simon introduced:

H. F. No. 3457, A bill for an act relating to trust property; authorizing the use of debit or credit cards to draw funds from custodial trust accounts; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 529.08.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Commerce and Labor.

Peterson, S., introduced:

H. F. No. 3458, A bill for an act relating to traffic regulations; expanding requirement of display of vehicle lighting; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 169.48.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Transportation Finance Division.

Greiling and McFarlane introduced:

H. F. No. 3459, A bill for an act relating to education; defining a full-time student as a dependent for health plan coverage; repealing school district requirement to provide certain health care information; amending Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, sections 43A.23, subdivision 1; 62E.02, subdivision 7; 62L.02, subdivision 11; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 62A; repealing Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 256.962, subdivision 6.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on E-12 Education.

Eastlund introduced:

H. F. No. 3460, A bill for an act relating to education finance; requiring school districts to submit licensed employee salary settlement information to the Department of Education; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 123B.77, by adding subdivisions.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on E-12 Education.

Norton, Heidgerken and Fritz introduced:

H. F. No. 3461, A bill for an act relating to education; providing full funding for transportation of nonpublic students; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 123B.92, subdivision 9.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Finance.
Slawik and Peterson, S., introduced:

H. F. No. 3462, A bill for an act relating to early childhood education; modifying school readiness program requirements; appropriating money; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 124D.15, by adding a subdivision; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 124D.15, subdivision 3.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on E-12 Education.

Slawik; Kelliher; Peterson, S.; Wardlow and Bly introduced:

H. F. No. 3463, A bill for an act relating to early childhood education; creating an at-risk prekindergarten program; appropriating money; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 124D.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on E-12 Education.

Slawik; Kelliher; Peterson, S.; Wardlow and Bly introduced:

H. F. No. 3464, A bill for an act relating to education; providing funding for universal preschool for four-year-old students; amending Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 126C.05, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 124D.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on E-12 Education.

Swails, Greiling, Tillberry, Dittrich, Kranz and Benson introduced:

H. F. No. 3465, A bill for an act relating to education; modifying the reporting of assessment results; amending Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 120B.30, subdivision 1a.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on E-12 Education.

Tillberry and Dittrich introduced:

H. F. No. 3466, A bill for an act relating to education; establishing a pilot program to explore the development of a regional center for visual arts; appropriating money.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on E-12 Education.

Norton, Heidgerken and Davnie introduced:

H. F. No. 3467, A bill for an act relating to education; amending time period for teacher to request a leave or extension of leave to teach at a charter school; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 124D.10, subdivision 20.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on E-12 Education.
Swails and Bunn introduced:

H. F. No. 3468, A bill for an act relating to education; requiring every school to have a licensed library media specialist; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 122A.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on E-12 Education.

Davnie introduced:

H. F. No. 3469, A bill for an act relating to student transportation; establishing procedures and standards for contracting for private student transportation services; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 123B.88, by adding a subdivision; 123B.91, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 123B.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on E-12 Education.

Winkler, Greiling and Brynaert introduced:

H. F. No. 3470, A bill for an act relating to education; directing the Minnesota Department of Education to collaboratively establish, maintain, and revise statewide technology standards and guidelines for school districts to use in improving the academic achievement of all students; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 125B.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on E-12 Education.

Abeler introduced:


The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on E-12 Education.

Mariani introduced:

H. F. No. 3472, A bill for an act relating to education; providing for a plan to reduce the achievement gap.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on E-12 Education.

Mullery, Hilstrom, Thao, Mariani, Nelson, Clark and Mahoney introduced:

H. F. No. 3473, A bill for an act relating to taxes; providing for certain mortgage tax forgiveness; amending Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, sections 290.01, subdivisions 19, 31; 290A.03, subdivision 15.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Taxes.
Hilstrom, Kohls, Mullery, Thao, Mariani, Nelson, Clark and Mahoney introduced:

H. F. No. 3474, A bill for an act relating to mortgages; redemption period; providing for notice of sale; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 582.032, subdivision 2.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.

Mullery, Hilstrom, Thao, Mariani, Nelson, Clark and Mahoney introduced:

H. F. No. 3475, A bill for an act relating to mortgages; amending provisions relating to foreclosure; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 580.02; 580.041, subdivision 2; 580.06; 580.07; 580.12; 580.23, subdivision 1; 580.25; 580.28; 580.30; 581.10; 582.03; 582.031; 582.032, subdivision 2; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, sections 510.05; 550.19; 550.22; 550.24; 580.24; Laws 2004, chapter 263, section 26; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 580.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.

Kohls, Mullery, Gunther and Davnie introduced:

H. F. No. 3476, A bill for an act relating to landlord and tenant; providing for certain notices relating to foreclosure; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 504B.151; 504B.178, subdivision 8; 504B.285, subdivision 1.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.

Gardner introduced:

H. F. No. 3477, A bill for an act relating to manufactured housing; providing for regulation of lending practices and default; providing notices and remedies; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 327.64; 327.65; 327.66; 327B.01, by adding subdivisions; 327B.08, by adding a subdivision; 327B.09, by adding a subdivision; 327B.12; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 325B.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.

Peterson, N.; Mullery; Gunther; Davnie and Clark introduced:

H. F. No. 3478, A bill for an act relating to judicial process; modifying certain civil and criminal penalties; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 363A.29, subdivision 4; Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 609.822, subdivision 3.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.

Clark, Mullery, Kohls, Hilstrom, Mariani, Thao, Nelson and Mahoney introduced:

H. F. No. 3479, A bill for an act relating to courts; modifying certain district court fees; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, section 357.021, subdivision 1a.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.
Mullery, Hilstrom, Thao, Mariani, Nelson, Clark and Mahoney introduced:


The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Public Safety and Civil Justice.

Atkins introduced:

H. F. No. 3481, A bill for an act relating to payroll card accounts; repealing a sunset; repealing Laws 2005, chapter 158, section 4, as amended.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Commerce and Labor.

Brod introduced:

H. F. No. 3482, A bill for an act relating to state government; requiring a searchable database of state expenditures; amending Minnesota Statutes 2007 Supplement, section 16C.046.

The bill was read for the first time and referred to the Committee on Governmental Operations, Reform, Technology and Elections.

MESSAGES FROM THE SENATE

The following messages were received from the Senate:

Madam Speaker:

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following House File, herewith returned:

H. F. No. 2800, A bill for an act relating to transportation finance; appropriating money for transportation activities; providing funding for highway maintenance, debt service, and local roads; appropriating funds for emergency relief related to the I-35W bridge collapse; establishing a trunk highway bridge improvement program; requiring a study of value capture to reduce the public costs of large transportation infrastructure investment; authorizing sale and issuance of bonds; modifying motor vehicle registration and motor fuel taxes; establishing annual surcharge on motor fuel taxes; creating a motor fuels tax credit; allocating motor vehicle lease tax revenues; providing for local transportation sales taxes; modifying county state-aid highway fund revenue allocation; prohibiting tolling or privatization of existing transportation facilities; establishing bridge improvement program; modifying driver’s license reinstatement fee provisions; regulating certain transit funding activities; modifying provisions related to various transportation-related funds and accounts; amending Minnesota Statutes 2006, sections 160.84, subdivision 1; 161.081, subdivision 3; 162.06; 162.07, subdivision 1, by adding subdivisions; 168.013, subdivision 1a; 171.29, subdivision 2; 290.06, by adding a subdivision; 296A.07, subdivision 3; 296A.08, subdivision 2; 297A.64, subdivision 2; 297A.815, by adding a subdivision; 297A.99, subdivision 1; proposing coding for new law in Minnesota Statutes, chapters 160; 165; 296A; 297A; 398A.

COLLEEN PACHECO, Second Assistant Secretary of the Senate
Madam Speaker:

I hereby announce the passage by the Senate of the following Senate File, herewith transmitted:

S. F. No. 2428.

PATRICE DWORAK, First Assistant Secretary of the Senate

FIRST READING OF SENATE BILLS

S. F. No. 2428, A bill for an act relating to local government; allowing meetings and events after 6:00 p.m. on March 4, 2008.

The bill was read for the first time.

Tschumper moved that S. F. No. 2428 and H. F. No. 2795, now on the Consent Calendar, be referred to the Chief Clerk for comparison. The motion prevailed.

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS

Cornish moved that the name of Sviggum be stricken and the name of Drazkowski be added as an author on H. F. No. 498. The motion prevailed.

Clark moved that the names of Swails, Madore and Morrow be added as authors on H. F. No. 934. The motion prevailed.

Fritz moved that the name of Loeffler be added as an author on H. F. No. 1066. The motion prevailed.

Eastlund moved that the names of Haws, Dettmer and Dominguez be added as authors on H. F. No. 2095. The motion prevailed.

Clark moved that the names of Swails and Morrow be added as authors on H. F. No. 2100. The motion prevailed.

Brod moved that the name of Drazkowski be added as an author on H. F. No. 2172. The motion prevailed.

Winkler moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2553. The motion prevailed.

Carlson moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2554. The motion prevailed.

Slawik moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2555. The motion prevailed.

Hansen moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2573. The motion prevailed.
Haws moved that the name of Kalin be added as an author on H. F. No. 2580. The motion prevailed.

Howes moved that the name of Wollschlager be added as an author on H. F. No. 2582. The motion prevailed.

Olin moved that the name of Kalin be added as an author on H. F. No. 2591. The motion prevailed.

Bly moved that the name of Kalin be added as an author on H. F. No. 2617. The motion prevailed.

Faust moved that the names of Haws and Dominguez be added as authors on H. F. No. 2645. The motion prevailed.

Bigham moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2657. The motion prevailed.

Peterson, S., moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2663. The motion prevailed.

Slawik moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2689. The motion prevailed.

Mullery moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2702. The motion prevailed.

Lenczewski moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2707. The motion prevailed.

Atkins moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2719. The motion prevailed.

Atkins moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2720. The motion prevailed.

Lesch moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2746. The motion prevailed.

Hornstein moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2757. The motion prevailed.

Hausman moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2758. The motion prevailed.

Bigham moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2782. The motion prevailed.

Swails moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2783. The motion prevailed.

Lieder moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2800. The motion prevailed.

Gardner moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2802. The motion prevailed.

Simon moved that the name of Kalin be added as an author on H. F. No. 2866. The motion prevailed.

Paymar moved that the name of Kalin be added as an author on H. F. No. 2877. The motion prevailed.

Brynaert moved that the name of Kalin be added as an author on H. F. No. 2879. The motion prevailed.

Faust moved that the name of Kalin be added as an author on H. F. No. 2882. The motion prevailed.

Greiling moved that the name of Kalin be added as an author on H. F. No. 2893. The motion prevailed.

Paymar moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2906. The motion prevailed.
Murphy, E., moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2920. The motion prevailed.

Brynaert moved that the name of Murphy, E., be added as an author on H. F. No. 2937. The motion prevailed.

Hortman moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2940. The motion prevailed.

Hansen moved that the names of Sailer; Peterson, A., and Slocum be added as authors on H. F. No. 2946. The motion prevailed.

Simon moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2955. The motion prevailed.

Hansen moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 2963. The motion prevailed.

Morgan moved that the names of Kalin and Bigham be added as authors on H. F. No. 2978. The motion prevailed.

Bly moved that the name of Ward be added as an author on H. F. No. 2982. The motion prevailed.

Koenen moved that the name of Kalin be added as an author on H. F. No. 2998. The motion prevailed.

Kahn moved that her name be stricken as an author on H. F. No. 3008. The motion prevailed.

Hosch moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3014. The motion prevailed.

Simon moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3023. The motion prevailed.

Olin moved that the name of Simon be added as an author on H. F. No. 3050. The motion prevailed.

Knuth moved that the name of Bunn be added as an author on H. F. No. 3083. The motion prevailed.

Scalze moved that the names of Bunn and Slocum be added as authors on H. F. No. 3084. The motion prevailed.

Madore moved that the name of Bunn be added as an author on H. F. No. 3092. The motion prevailed.

Bigham moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3101. The motion prevailed.

Benson moved that the name of Simon be added as an author on H. F. No. 3104. The motion prevailed.

Benson moved that the name of Simon be added as an author on H. F. No. 3108. The motion prevailed.

Benson moved that the name of Simon be added as an author on H. F. No. 3109. The motion prevailed.

Benson moved that the name of Simon be added as an author on H. F. No. 3111. The motion prevailed.

Hortman moved that the name of Murphy, E., be added as an author on H. F. No. 3113. The motion prevailed.

Mullery moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3132. The motion prevailed.

Sailer moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3137. The motion prevailed.

Winkler moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3142. The motion prevailed.
Winkler moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3143. The motion prevailed.

Winkler moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3144. The motion prevailed.

Fritz moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3147. The motion prevailed.

Knuth moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3154. The motion prevailed.

Bigham moved that the name of Dominguez be added as an author on H. F. No. 3161. The motion prevailed.

Atkins moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3163. The motion prevailed.

Wagenius moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3168. The motion prevailed.

Lenczewski moved that the names of Simon and Slocum be added as authors on H. F. No. 3171. The motion prevailed.

Sailer moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3178. The motion prevailed.

Gardner moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3185. The motion prevailed.

Peterson, S., moved that the names of Simon and Slocum be added as authors on H. F. No. 3193. The motion prevailed.

Knuth moved that the names of Slocum, Sailer and Hortman be added as authors on H. F. No. 3195. The motion prevailed.

Clark moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3196. The motion prevailed.

Faust moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3202. The motion prevailed.

Dominguez moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3203. The motion prevailed.

Lanning moved that the name of Shimanski be added as an author on H. F. No. 3208. The motion prevailed.

Peterson, A., moved that the names of Thissen and Sailer be added as authors on H. F. No. 3243. The motion prevailed.

Winkler moved that the name of Simon be added as an author on H. F. No. 3246. The motion prevailed.

Solberg moved that the names of Brynaert, Slocum and Bunn be added as authors on H. F. No. 3254. The motion prevailed.

Gunther moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3260. The motion prevailed.

Clark moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3263. The motion prevailed.

Peterson, S., moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3290. The motion prevailed.

Clark moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3293. The motion prevailed.
Drazkowski moved that the name of Dittrich be added as an author on H. F. No. 3294. The motion prevailed.

Gunther moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3299. The motion prevailed.

Hornstein moved that the name of Murphy, E., be added as an author on H. F. No. 3307. The motion prevailed.

Mahoney moved that the name of Bunn be added as an author on H. F. No. 3315. The motion prevailed.

Mariani moved that the name of Paymar be added as an author on H. F. No. 3316. The motion prevailed.

Simon moved that the name of Dittrich be added as an author on H. F. No. 3331. The motion prevailed.

Magnus moved that the names of Seifert and Dittrich be added as authors on H. F. No. 3334. The motion prevailed.

Bigham moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3342. The motion prevailed.

Juhnke moved that the name of Magnus be added as an author on H. F. No. 3343. The motion prevailed.

Severson moved that the names of Tingelstad and Gottwalt be added as authors on H. F. No. 3344. The motion prevailed.

Sertich moved that the name of Simon be added as an author on H. F. No. 3345. The motion prevailed.

Davnie moved that the name of Slocum be added as an author on H. F. No. 3346. The motion prevailed.

Atkins moved that H. F. No. 1251 be recalled from the Committee on Finance and be re-referred to the Committee on Commerce and Labor. The motion prevailed.

Rukavina moved that H. F. No. 2753 be recalled from the Committee on Taxes and be re-referred to the Committee on Local Government and Metropolitan Affairs. The motion prevailed.

Walker moved that H. F. No. 3270 be recalled from the Committee on Health and Human Services and be re-referred to the Committee on Finance. The motion prevailed.

FISCAL CALENDAR ANNOUNCEMENTS

Pursuant to rule 1.22, Solberg announced his intention to place H. F. Nos. 2553 and 3055 on the Fiscal Calendar for Thursday, February 28, 2008.

Pursuant to rule 1.22, Lenczewski announced her intention to place H. F. No. 3201 on the Fiscal Calendar for Thursday, February 28, 2008.
ADJOURNMENT

Sertich moved that when the House adjourns today it adjourn until 10:00 a.m., Thursday, February 28, 2008. The motion prevailed.

Sertich moved that the House adjourn. The motion prevailed, and the Speaker declared the House stands adjourned until 10:00 a.m., Thursday, February 28, 2008.

ALBIN A. MATHIOWETZ, Chief Clerk, House of Representatives